Compared with traditional reactive compensation equipment, STATCOM features complicated structure and numerous components. And STATCOM utilizes multiple redundancy technologies to meet long-term stable operation requirements of power system for the equipments in the substation. This paper introduces the principles of redundancy technologies currently in STATCOM control system and power system, and analyzes its practical application effect.
Introduction
Now, STATCOM is ready for large-scale application in domestic LV and MV power transmission and distribution networks. STATCOM is often used in load center substation with fairly higher requirements on stability of the equipment in the substation. Therefore, the designers adopt multiple redundancy technologies to guarantee its long-term stable operation according to the features of STATCOM.
Redundancy design of STATCOM control system
Two master control enclosures A and B are connetced with the switching enclosure in order to ensure that the system can be switched to B in case A fails for stable operation under the control of B.
Fig. 1 Redundancy Design Diagram of STATCOM Control System
This design mainly guarantees the reliability of STATCOM control system. Since STATCOM also includes power unit part, specific redundancy design is also required. 
Basic features of STATCOM power unit
Fundamental wave amplitude of phase voltage is:
Define the modulation ratio M as the ratio of fundamental wave amplitude of line voltage to the voltage on DC side:
Theoretically, nine βs can be calculated from the following system of equations in the principle of preferential elimination, and the 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 17th, 19th, 23rd and 25th harmonics can be eliminated. It can be seen that, the device utilization rate is very high when chain structure STATCOM is used. Advantages of such structure include low cost and low loss of the device, and its disadvantage is that once one of the H bridge power units is damaged, and the entire device will stop work. While a high capacity high voltage STATCOM device might contain over one hundred H bridge power units, failure is inevitable. In order to enhance fault resistance of STATCOM, combined redundancy design of H bridge power unit fault bypass device and backup H bridge power is adopted according to the features of STATCOM.
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Redundancy design of STATCOM power unit
The power units in STATCOM generally adopt H bridge structure. Fault bypass device is designed according to the features of such structure. The entire bypass device includes contactor KM and thyristors SCR1/SCR2. Contactor KM and two thyristors SCR1/SCR2 are connected in reverse parallel mode, and connected parallelly between two phase module output terminals OUT1 and OUT2 of H bridge power unit, see Fig.3 . Fig.4 -a, the electric control contactor corresponding to bypass module is disconnected; in case H bridge power unit fails, the electric control contactor corresponding to bypass module is OFF to cut off the trouble unit from the whole chain. If the design shown in 4-a is adopted, during normal operation of the equipment, each power unit works as per n/n+1 rated capacity. Once failure occurs, certain trouble unit is bypassed, remaining n units run at rated capacity automatically. Since the capacity of each H bridge power unit is designed according to full capacity of n H bridge units, capacitor voltage on DC side is unchanged before and after the fault. During normal operation of the equipment, utilization rate of DC voltage is not high, yet equipment loss is high. In order to avoid the above-mentioned problems, the design shown in Fig. 4 -b can also be adopted, in which a bypass module is connected with each H bridge power unit, and some H bridge power units are provided in each phase for backup purpose. If a normally working H bridge power unit fails, its corresponding bypass module can be used to stop it, while corresponding bypass module can be used to activate the backup H bridge power units.
Conclusion
The use of dual controller redundancy design and power unit redundancy design basically meets basic requirements of power system for long-term continuous operation of STATCOM. The key of dual controller redundancy design is to ensure reliability of the control cycle synchronizing signal, otherwise, it might cause system oscillation in case of switching. Additionally, MAN/AUTO/REMOTE switchover modes should also be available. While direct bypass design of faulty power unit features simple operation and DC voltage utilization rate is not high, the design with trouble unit bypass and standby unit put-in-operation features high DC voltage utilization rate. In this case, the operation is relatively complicated and high reliability of actuator is required.
